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Abst ract - - In  this paper, a bound of rate for a slight modification of the inexact Uzawa algorithm 
for solving saddle point problems presented in a recent paper of Bramble, Passciak and Vassilev [1] 
is obtained. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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Consider the solution of the linear system 
"0T] /1, 
where A is a symmetric, positive definite n x n matrix, and B is an m x n (m ~ n) matrix, 
rank(B) = m. A linear system such as (1) corresponds to saddle point problems, and can arise, 
for example, from mixed finite-element formulations for second-order lliptic problems and the 
Stokes problem. See [1,2], and references therein. 
Suppose that A0 and Co are symmetric, positive definite n x n, and m x m matrix, respectively, 
satisfying 
(1 -5)(Aou, u) <_ (Au, u) < (Aou, u) , V u E ~n, (2) 
(1-'y)(Cov, v) < (BA-1BTv, v) <_ (Cov, v), VvE~ m, (3) 
for some 0 ~ 5 < 1 and 0 < "/< 1. Here (., .) is the Euclidean inner product in ~n or ~m. 
In this paper, we discuss the following slight modification of the inexact Uzawa Algorithm [1]. 
For x0 E ~n and yo E ~m given, the sequence {(xi, Yi)} is defined for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  by 
Xi+l  "~ Xi -~ Ao  1 ( f  - Axi - B ty i )  , 
Y i+l  = Yi + o)Co  1 (BX i+ l  - g)  , 
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where  w > 0 is a parameter .  We extend the case w = 1 in [1] to general parameter  w and  obta in  
a slight sharp  bound of rate for the convergence of the scheme (4) to the exact solution (I). 
Let  (x,y) be  the solution pair for (I) and  (x~, y~) be defined by  the scheme (4). Denote  the 
x Y iteration error e i = x - xi, e i = y - y{, and  the norm for (e x, e y) E ~n x ~m,  
Ill(e x, eV)Ill = {((A0 - A) e ~, e ~) + w -1 (Coe y, eY)} 1/2 . (5) 
We will prove the following main result. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that (2) and (3) hold. Then, we have the inequality for i : 1, 2 , . . . ,  
l[l(e~,e~)ill < p~ Iil(e~,4)Iil, (6) 
where p~ = max(rl(w), r2(w)) and 
rl(w)=-~ (1 -5 ) (1 -w(1-7) )+V/ (1 -5)  2 (1 -w(1-7) )  2+45 , (7) 
1 r2 (~) = 1 (S) ~ (~-1)+ (~-1)~+45 , ~o___1. 
PROOF. Denote QA = Ao and QB = w-lC0. Then, we can follow the procedure of [1]. From (1) 
and (4), we see that the error satisfies the recurrence 
ei~ 1 [e~J' M,= QBIB( I _QA,A)  I QB1BQ]IBtj. (9) 
prom [1, pp. 1077-1078], we know that from (9) 
IIl(e +,, eh,)l l l  -< ~ (M1) l i l (e~,er) l l l ,  (10) 
where r(M1) is the spectral norm of matrix M1 and the eigenvalues of M1 are real, and the 
largest positive eigenvalue is bounded by the largest eigenvalue of matrix N, 
[ -5~r 51/2L ] (11) 
N = 51/2L. I -  L*L ' 
with L = (I-QA1A)I/2QA1Bt, L* = Q~IB(I -QA1A)U 2. Let A > 0 be a nonnegative eigenvalue 
of N with corresponding eigenvector {¢1, ¢2}, i.e., 
-5¢1 + 5112LzP2 = A¢l, 
(12) 
51/2L*¢1 + (I - L*L)¢2 = A~2. 
Eliminating ¢1 in the above equations gives 
-AL*L¢2 = (), + 5) (A - 1) ~2, (13) 
and hence, 
-A  (QBL*L¢2, ¢5) = (A + 5) (A -- 1) (QB~2, ¢2). (14) 
It follows that 
(QBL*L¢2, ~b2) = (BQA1Bt~b2, ¢2) 
> (1 - 5) (BA-1Bt¢2, ~2) 
(15) 
> (1 - 5) (1 - ~/) (Co¢2,  ~b2) 
> (1 - 5) (1 - 7) w (QB¢2, ~b2). 
Saddle Point Problem 3 
Since 6 > 0 and A is nonnegative, we see from the first equation in (12) that  if if2 = 0, then 
i f l  ---- 0. Consequently, if2 is not equal to zero. Thus, from (14) and (15), we get 
(A+6)  (A -  1) _< -A(1  - 6) (1 - 0')w. (16) 
Then, we obtain the bound for the positive eigenvalues of matr ix  0 _< A < rl(w), and rl(CO) is 
defined as (7). 
To est imate the negative eigenvalues of M1, we let A < 0 be a negative eigenvalue of M1 with 
corresponding eigenvector (ifl, if2), i.e., 
- (I - QAIA) ifl q- QAiBtif2 : Aifl, 
(17) 
QBIB (I - QA1A) if, + (I - QB1BQA1B t) if2 = Aif2. 
If  if1 = 0, then QA1Btif2 = 0 and Btif2 - 0. As rank(B)  = m, then if2 = 0. Consequently, any 
eigenvector must have a nonzero component if1. Multiplying the first equation of (17) by QB1B 
from the left and adding it to the second one yields 
(1 - A) if= = AQBIBIfl. (18) 
Subst i tut ing (18) into the first equation of (17) and take an inner product with QAifl gives 
A (Q~lBifl, Bif l )  = (1 - A 2) (QAifl, if1) - -  (1 - A) (Aifl, if1). (19) 
And 
(Q~lBifl,Bifl) : sup (ifl'Btv) < sup 
_< w (Aifl, i f  i ) "  
I fw  >_ 1, then (w-  1)A(Aif l , i f l )  _ (w - 1)A(QAif l , i f l) ,  
A2+(w- 1)A-6_< 0, 
(Aifl, if1) (BA- '  Btv, v) 
(Q.v,v) (20) 
(21) 
and i fw < 1, then (w-  1 )A(A¢ I ,¢ J  _> 0, 
6 -A2_>0.  (22) 
We obtain easily the bound for the negative eigenvalue -r2(w) < A _< 0. We complete the 
proof. | 
It  is easy to see that  the opt imal  choice of w is 
2 -6  
5d°Pt ---- 1 31- (1 -- 6) (1 -- ~') > 1. (23) 
Then the convergence rate of scheme (4) to (1) is 
P~opt : [ I+( I -6 ) ( I -01)  + I+(~- - -67~-7)  +46 . (24) 
The convergence rate obtained in [1] is Pl = (1/2)[(1 - 6)7 + x/(1 - 6)2~ '2 + 46]. Obviously, 
Pwopt < Pl. (25) 
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